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1 County of Cuyahoga Project Narrative

County of Cuyahoga, Ohio
Public Safety & Justice Services, Witness Victim Service Center

OVW Fiscal Year 2020
Improving Criminal Justice Responses to Domestic Violence, Dating Violence, Sexual

Assault, and Stalking Grant Program

Project Narrative

Section One: Purpose of Application

A. Community Need

From 2013 through 2019, Cuyahoga County was a collaborative partner in the Domestic

Violence Homicide Prevention Demonstration Initiative led by the Office on Violence Against

Women. Through this initiative, Cuyahoga County was selected to implement a Domestic

Violence High Risk Team (“HRT”) in certain police districts within the City of Cleveland. As a

result, Cleveland saw a clear reduction in intimate partner homicides. In the two police districts

in which the HRT model was implemented, there was a 62% decrease in intimate partner deaths

per year. In addition, there was a 54% decline in intimate partner related deaths each year (this

includes perpetrator deaths and bystander or new-partner deaths).

Given this success and following a community inventory, Cuyahoga County recognized

the need to assist Cleveland in continuing to fine tune its vastly improved response to domestic

violence, while simultaneously expanding best practices and lessons learned through the

demonstration initiative into the suburban communities that make up the balance of the county.

Cuyahoga County’s Department of Public Safety and Justice Services, through its Witness

Victim Service Center (WVSC) proposes to enhance services for victims of domestic violence

who are at high risk for lethal or near lethal assault through a targeted effort to  enforce warrants

in the City of Cleveland, and expansion of the use of risk assessment tools in suburban police

departments. WVSC is joined in this proposal by a local domestic violence service provider, the
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Domestic Violence and Child Advocacy Center (“DVCAC”), and the City of Cleveland Division

of Police (“Cleveland Police”).

B. Community to be Served

This dual-focused project will serve all of Cuyahoga County. The population of

Cuyahoga County was estimated through the American Community Survey in 2018 to be

1,243,857. Cuyahoga County is the second most populous county in the state of Ohio. 63.6% of

Cuyahoga County’s residents are White, while 30.5% are Black or African American. 3.4% are

Asian and 2.3% identify as more than one race. 6.2% are Latino. Overall, 17.9% of Cuyahoga

County’s residents live at or below the federal poverty level.

The figures below show Cuyahoga County’s location within the State of Ohio (marked in

red), and the numerous municipal boundaries within Cuyahoga County.

Cuyahoga County is anchored by the City of Cleveland. The American Community

Survey in 2018 estimated Cleveland had a population of 383,793. Of those residents, 49.6% are

Black or African American and 39.8% are White. 2.5% are Asian and 4.2% of the population

identifies as more than one race. 11.6% of Cleveland’s population identifies as being Hispanic or
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Latino. Economic stressors are high: 34.6% of persons live at or below the federal poverty level,

and median income is well below that of the State of Ohio ($29,008 versus $54,021).

C. Office on Violence Against Women Purpose Area

This proposal falls squarely within two of the purpose areas articulated by the Office on

Violence Against Women. They are as follows:

 Purpose Area Number Three: “To centralize and coordinate police enforcement,

prosecution, and judicial responsibility for domestic violence, dating violence, sexual

assault and stalking cases in teams or units of police officers…” WVSC will address this

purpose area by working with Cleveland Police to prioritize enforcement of warrants

related to high risk domestic violence cases, in coordination with the already

established High Risk Team.

 Purpose Area Number 16: “To develop and promote state or local legislation and

policies that enhance best practices for responding to the crime of domestic violence,

including the appropriate treatment of victims.” WVSC will address this purpose area

by partnering with DVCAC to coordinate training on risk assessment tools and risk

factors in suburban police departments. This will entail creating or substantially

revising policies, procedures, and forms to include risk factors and inclusion of risk

assessment outcomes when determining bail and bond, and court supervision methods.

Finally, while are we not seeking to plan for a new high risk team, we will address

Purpose Area Number 22 in part by increasing the use of the Danger Assessment for Law

Enforcement (DA-LE) risk assessment tool across the county and expanding existing

programming under the HRT.
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D. Office on Violence Against Women Priority Area, Program Specific Priority Area, and

Statutory Priority

This proposal specifically addresses Priority Area 1 articulated by the Office on

Violence Against Women: “To reduce violent crime against women and promote victim safety

through investing in law enforcement and increasing prosecution.” WVSC address this Priority

Area through Purpose Area 3 and coordinated efforts to increase warrant enforcement.

This proposal does not address a Program Specific Priority Area because it does not

target sexual assault crime. However, this proposal does address the Statutory Priority of

funding communities that have demonstrated a commitment to strong enforcement of laws and

prosecution of cases involving domestic violence, dating violence, and stalking. In short, WVSC

can put forth a proposal such as this one because of its long relationship with the Office on

Violence Against Women and the incredible value added to our community as a result of

participation in the Domestic Violence Homicide Prevention Demonstration Initiative. WVSC

and its partners are well versed in best practices for high risk domestic violence cases and desires

to spread these practices into new communities, while continuing to fine tune law enforcement

practices within Cleveland.

E. Problem to Be Addressed & Project Need

The problem to be addressed through this grant proposal is the observed need to

implement best practices in addressing high risk domestic violence throughout Cuyahoga

County. As such, WVSC proposes expanding certain activities already piloted locally through

the federally funded Domestic Violence Homicide Prevention Demonstration Initiative, while

also targeting gaps in services identified by sustaining the work of the demonstration initiative.

This includes a widescale training initiative on risk factors and risk assessment tools for
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suburban police departments, and a targeted warrant enforcement campaign within the City of

Cleveland.

Demonstrating the need to spread best practices into additional suburban areas is the fact

that Cuyahoga County has a significant level of domestic violence. In 2018, the Ohio Attorney

General reported that Cuyahoga County registered 2,477 domestic violence cases. This figure

does not include the City of Cleveland, which adds an additional 5,602 investigations. It is

estimated that 84% of victims are female, 68% are African American, and the overwhelming

majority is in their twenties. Based on these figures, Cuyahoga County’s rate of domestic

violence surpasses that of Franklin County, which is the largest county in Ohio. In 2018,

Franklin County had 3,481 cases with 2,230 in its county seat, Columbus.

Complicating this is the large number of independent jurisdictions within Cuyahoga

County. The County has fifty-nine distinct cities, townships and villages, each with their own

police department. Ten additional, independent law enforcement agencies patrol public housing,

transit, hospital campuses, school and college campuses and special districts within the City of

Cleveland. All totaled, there are nearly sixty law enforcement agencies in Cuyahoga County. In

addition, there are thirteen different municipal (misdemeanor) courts, as well as several mayors’

courts. This fractured law enforcement model leads to large variances in how domestic violence

is handled from one city to the next.

There are no suburban police departments currently using a risk assessment tool. Police

in suburban departments have not had the opportunity to engage in the same large-scale training

and policy development as Cleveland has, further driving variances between communities in

their responses to domestic violence. And, despite immense investment from the U. S.

Department of Justice and Cuyahoga County, the City of Cleveland’s Division of Police still
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requires additional resources to effectively enforce warrants related to high risk domestic

violence cases. Without a targeted campaign to enforce these warrants, many of them will pend

for months or years.

F. Current and Prior Efforts to Prevent and Reduce Domestic Violence, Identification of

Gaps in Service and Non-Duplication of Efforts

Cuyahoga County is home to a robust response to domestic violence, sexual assault,

stalking and related crimes. Multiple agencies, both public and private, work in concert to

leverage resources and establish innovative programming so that a victim’s experience is more

coordinated, and his or her safety is better protected. Victim advocates from WVSC provide

victim advocacy, independent from both police and prosecutors, in the City of Cleveland

(misdemeanor) and the Cuyahoga County Court of Common Pleas (felonies). The Domestic

Violence and Children Advocacy Center (“DVCAC”) augments WVSC’s services by providing

victim advocacy in suburban municipal courts. DVCAC also provides shelter, counseling, and

support groups.

Additional notable initiatives include the opening of a comprehensive Family Justice

Center, participation in the national Domestic Violence Homicide Prevention Demonstration

Initiative, an existing vertical prosecution model in the City of Cleveland addressing intimate

partner violence with specialized detectives, advocates, prosecutors, and a dedicated court

docket, and various court improvement grants addressing domestic violence in civil proceedings.

The Cleveland Municipal Court, in partnership with the Cuyahoga County Medical

Examiner convenes a monthly domestic violence fatality review committee. A protection order

registry is in its final stages of development and will be complete by the middle of 2020,

allowing police officers across the county to review digital images of all protection orders from
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their zone cars.  Additionally, Cuyahoga County is a leader in examining the whole family when

issues of domestic violence, sexual assault, or stalking arise, as evidenced by the creation and

implementation of multiple programs to address the needs of children exposed to violence.

Because of the wide array of services and initiatives, coordination and communication

are essential. A Domestic Violence Taskforce meets monthly and includes representatives from

suburban and city police, victim service providers, probation officers, medical personnel, judicial

officers, misdemeanor and felony prosecutors, civil legal service providers, and more.

Discussion topics help decision makers understand where tighter coordination or policy changes

are needed. Such collaboration is essential to avoiding duplication.

Likewise, the activities proposed herein build on top of the HRT activities already in

place, ensuring there will be no duplication. WVSC and DVCAC have a long history of working

together and will continue to do so. The HRT will continue to meet, and the cases examined by

the HRT drive the identification of the warrants to be targeted for enforcement. Likewise, WVSC

and DVCAC will work together to coordinate risk assessment tool training in the suburban

police departments. Bi-weekly meetings between the personnel assigned to this project will

guarantee maximum coordination and communication.

Section Two: What Will Be Done

A. Approach to Addressing the Need and Performance Management

To promote best practices and target specific needs identified through the HRT, WVSC

proposes a widescale training initiative on risk factors and risk assessment tools for suburban

police departments, and a targeted warrant enforcement campaign within the City of Cleveland.

To coordinate training efforts in the suburbs of Cleveland, WVSC will rely on the

relationships already built by DVCAC, as DVCAC currently provides victim advocacy within
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the suburban municipal courts. DVCAC has already had conversations with suburban locations

as well as with national technical assistance providers to begin to train specific communities in

the use of the DA-LE. This proposal will supplement those efforts to enter more communities in

a shorter period of time.

WVSC will also capitalize on its ongoing relationship with the Cleveland Police to

prioritize enforcement of warrants associated with high risk domestic violence cases. Because

Cuyahoga County will continue to convene the HRT and will provide victim advocacy on all

cases, it is well positioned to assist Cleveland in assembling a list of warrants that should be

prioritized for enforcement.

In addition to semi-annual reporting required by the Office on Violence Against Women,

WVSC will hold itself accountable by tracking data associated with high risk warrant

enforcement. If funded, a High Risk Team Captain will be added to the staff at WVSC and will

be responsible for tracking warrants. This individual will also coordinate the activities of the

HRT, will assemble agendas, and will track the outcomes of the cases addressed by the HRT.

DVCAC will track the number of trainings held in suburban police departments, the number of

police officers trained, and the rate at which danger assessments are used in police reports and

incorporated into bail and bond decisions once a case is before a judge.

In summary, the following factors will be considered as measures of success:

1. Number of trainings held

2. Number of police officers trained

3. Number of risk assessments (DA-LEs) collected

4. Number of high risk DA-LEs incorporated into court proceedings

5. Number of warrants sent to Cleveland Police for prioritized enforcement
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6. Number of prioritized warrants successfully enforced

B. Goals, Objectives, Activities

Below is a chart that depicts the goals, objectives, and activities that will assist Cuyahoga

County in implementing best practices countywide, while also targeting specific areas for

improvement within the City of Cleveland.

Goal Objectives Activities Responsible
Party

Improve domestic
violence response
within suburban
police departments

 Implement
widescale
training on
domestic
violence risk
factors in
suburban
communities

 Obtain technical
assistance from
national
provider to
implement use
of DA-LE in
suburban police
departments

 Engage with
national technical
assistance provider
to train on the DA-
LE

 Approach
suburban police
departments to
gauge interest in
adopting risk
assessment tools
and obtaining
training on risk
factors: target up
to two new
communities each
year for a total of
six communities

 Work with
interested police
departments to
revise polices,
procedures and
forms.

 Seek approval of
policies,
procedures and
forms from
technical
assistance provider
and/or Office on
Violence Against
Women to ensure

 Domestic
Violence
& Child
Advocacy
Center
will be
the lead
provider
on this
goal area.
WVSC
will
participate
in training
efforts.
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compliance with
all regulations

 Schedule and
conduct training
on risk factors and
risk assessment
tools

 Monitor progress
in adopting and
using the form;
collect statistics

Increase warrant
enforcement
within the City of
Cleveland

 Implement a
warrant
enforcement
campaign for
warrants
associated with
high risk cases
in the City of
Cleveland

 Hire a High Risk
Team Captain to
monitor all cases
under the HRT

 Create a prioritized
list of warrants for
enforcement based
on the monitoring
performed by the
High Risk Team
Captain

 Forward list on a
weekly basis to the
enforcement unit
of Cleveland
Division of Police
(Neighborhood
Impact and
Community
Engagement /
“N.I.C.E.”)

 Monitor
enforcement
success rates

 Work with HRT to
identify additional
gaps in service or
response

WVSC’s High
Risk Team
Captain will
perform all duties
related to
identification of
priority warrants,
communication
with Cleveland
Division of
Police, and
monitoring of
enforcement
success. The
High Risk Team
Captain will also
coordinate all
other activities
with the HRT
members.
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C. 36-month timeline

Quarter Activities
1: Oct. 1,
2020-Dec. 31,
2020

 Receive grant notification and accept funds
 Enter into contracts with DVCAC and Cleveland Division of Police
 Begin hiring process for new High Risk Team Captain and hire by

Dec. 1, 2020
 Continue to convene HRT meetings

2: Jan. 1,
2021-March
31, 2021

 Establish DVCAC’s relationship with national technical assistance
provider for purposes of training and using DA-LE in suburban
communities

 Establish training schedule for up to two communities for the first
year of the project

 Continue to convene HRT on a monthly basis
 Assemble weekly warrant lists and send to Cleveland Division of

Police
 Collect statistical information on success of warrant enforcement
 Perform all contract monitoring tasks including invoice review and on

site monitoring
3: April 1,
2021-June 30,
2021

 Continue DVCAC’s relationship with national technical assistance
provider for purposes of training and using DA-LE in additional
communities

 Work with up to two communities to revise policies, procedures and
forms to include use of DA-LE.

 Continue to convene HRT on a monthly basis
 Assemble weekly warrant lists and send to Cleveland Division of

Police
 Collect statistical information on success of warrant enforcement
 Perform all contract monitoring tasks including invoice review and on

site monitoring
4. July 1,
2021-Sept.
30, 2021

 Continue DVCAC’s relationship with national technical assistance
provider for purposes of training and using DA-LE in additional
communities

 Train up to two communities for the first year of the project
 Continue to convene HRT on a monthly basis
 Assemble weekly warrant lists and send to Cleveland Division of

Police
 Collect statistical information on success of warrant enforcement
 Perform all contract monitoring tasks including invoice review and on

site monitoring
 Prepare and submit semi-annual OVW progress report

5. Oct. 1,
2021-Dec. 31,
2021

 Continue DVCAC’s relationship with national technical assistance
provider for purposes of training and using DA-LE in additional
communities
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 Monitor progress of all new communities implementing DA-LE and
new domestic violence policies

 Establish training schedule for up to two new communities for the
second year of the project

 Continue to convene HRT on a monthly basis
 Assemble weekly warrant lists and send to Cleveland Division of

Police
 Collect statistical information on success of warrant enforcement
 Perform all contract monitoring tasks including invoice review and on

site monitoring
6. Jan. 1-
2022-March
31, 2022

 Continue DVCAC’s relationship with national technical assistance
provider for purposes of training and using DA-LE in additional
communities

 Work with up to two communities to revise policies, procedures and
forms to include use of DA-LE.

 Continue to convene HRT on a monthly basis
 Assemble weekly warrant lists and send to Cleveland Division of

Police
 Collect statistical information on success of warrant enforcement
 Perform all contract monitoring tasks including invoice review and on

site monitoring
 Prepare and submit semi-annual OVW progress report

7. April 1,
2022-June 30,
2022

 Continue DVCAC’s relationship with national technical assistance
provider for purposes of training and using DA-LE in additional
communities

 Train up to two communities for the second year of the project
 Continue to convene HRT on a monthly basis
 Assemble weekly warrant lists and send to Cleveland Division of

Police
 Collect statistical information on success of warrant enforcement
 Perform all contract monitoring tasks including invoice review and on

site monitoring
8. July 1,
2022-Sept.
30, 2022

 Continue DVCAC’s relationship with national technical assistance
provider for purposes of training and using DA-LE in additional
communities

 Monitor progress of all new communities implementing DA-LE and
new domestic violence policies

 Continue to convene HRT on a monthly basis
 Assemble weekly warrant lists and send to Cleveland Division of

Police
 Collect statistical information on success of warrant enforcement.
 Perform all contract monitoring tasks including invoice review and on

site monitoring
 Prepare and submit semi-annual OVW progress report
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9. Oct. 1,
2022-Dec. 31,
2022

 Continue DVCAC’s relationship with national technical assistance
provider for purposes of training and using DA-LE in additional
communities

 Establish training schedule for up to two new communities for the
third year of the project

 Continue to convene HRT on a monthly basis
 Assemble weekly warrant lists and send to Cleveland Division of

Police
 Collect statistical information on success of warrant enforcement
 Perform all contract monitoring tasks including invoice review and on

site monitoring
10. Jan. 1,
2023-March
31, 2023

 Continue DVCAC’s relationship with national technical assistance
provider for purposes of training and using DA-LE in additional
communities

 Work with up to two communities to revise policies, procedures and
forms to include use of DA-LE.

 Continue to convene HRT on a monthly basis
 Assemble weekly warrant lists and send to Cleveland Division of

Police
 Collect statistical information on success of warrant enforcement
 Begin sustainability conversations with all partners; advocate to

County government for sustained investment effective in 2024
 Perform all contract monitoring tasks including invoice review and on

site monitoring
 Prepare and submit semi-annual OVW progress report

11. April 1,
2023-June 30,
2023

 Continue DVCAC’s relationship with national technical assistance
provider for purposes of training and using DA-LE in additional
communities

 Train up to two communities for the third year of the project
 Continue to convene HRT on a monthly basis
 Assemble weekly warrant lists and send to Cleveland Division of

Police
 Collect statistical information on success of warrant enforcement
 Continue sustainability conversations with all partners; advocate to

County government for sustained investment effective in 2024
 Perform all contract monitoring tasks including invoice review and on

site monitoring
12. July 1,
2023-Sept. 30
2023

 Continue DVCAC’s relationship with national technical assistance
provider for purposes of training and using DA-LE in additional
communities

 Monitor progress of all new communities implementing DA-LE and
new domestic violence policies

 Continue to convene HRT on a monthly basis
 Assemble weekly warrant lists and send to Cleveland Division of

Police
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 Collect statistical information on success of warrant enforcement.
 Perform all contract monitoring tasks including invoice review and on

site monitoring
 Prepare and submit semi-annual OVW progress report
 Prepare to close grant; ensure sustainability plans are in place

effective January 1, 2024

D. Cuyahoga County is Positioned for Success

Cuyahoga County’s WVSC projects that it will meet its goals because it has a long-

established track record of collaborating with partners to improve domestic violence services

throughout Cleveland and Cuyahoga County. One key element of the success seen in the City of

Cleveland is the fact that WVSC staff members are fully embedded within Cleveland’s Domestic

Violence Detective Bureau. This daily, on site partnership ensures that victim advocates connect

to cases from the time it is received and ensures maximum communication between partners.

Quick access to cases allows WVSC to keep the pulse of those that must be prioritized and

addressed by the HRT and included in targeted warrant enforcement. Likewise, WVSC will

capitalize on the relationships established by the DVCAC through their years of service in the

suburban municipal courts. Such relationships are essential to obtaining buy in, crafting smart,

best practice policies, and moving new communities to use new risk assessment tools.

E. Cuyahoga County will Reduce Violent Crime Against Women and Promote Victim Safety

through Purpose Area Three

Purpose Area Three states that the Office on Violence Against Women seeks “to

centralize and coordinate police enforcement, prosecution, and judicial responsibility for

domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault and stalking cases in teams or units of police

officers.” WVSC will add to the already established domestic violence detective bureau and
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subsequent response in the Cleveland Municipal Court by bolstering efforts to investigate and

prosecute high risk offenders of domestic violence.

Currently, cases that are deemed high risk using a risk assessment tool (DA-LE), are sent

to the domestic violence detective bureau for a specialized investigation performed by select

detectives. A special high risk advocate is then assigned. The case is reviewed by a high risk

prosecutor, and, if charged, the case is placed onto a high risk docket in Cleveland Municipal

Court. Efforts are underway to supplement this docket with a similar version for felonies in the

Cuyahoga County Court of Common Pleas. WVSC’s creation of a High Risk Team Captain will

assist in the effort to process cases in a timely manner by coordinating the warrant enforcement

campaign and submitting to Cleveland Police a list of warrants to be prioritized. The Captain will

also coordinate the work of the High Risk Team, lending support to all members of the team and

ensuring timely communication.

F. Sustainability

Most of the activities under the previously funded Domestic Violence Homicide

Prevention Demonstration Initiative have been sustained by incorporating them into standard

operating procedures with Cleveland Police, prosecutors, and the court. Similar sustainability

efforts will take place for warrant enforcement towards the end of this project period, if awarded.

Cleveland Police will be presented with data on the effectiveness of the warrant enforcement

efforts and will be given a work plan on how to sustain the campaign in future years.

Likewise, WVSC and DVCAC will work with all suburban communities to ensure the

use of the DA-LE is soundly rooted in their internal operating policies and procedures so that it

is not discontinued at the end of the project period.

G. Serving a Diverse Community
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WVSC, Cleveland Police, and DVCAC all recognize the need to ensure that services and

responses are accessible to all members of the community. To that end, all three partners recently

engaged in significant revisions to their language access policies. All partners can access

language interpreters when needed. Most materials have been translated into commonly spoken

languages, and the funds sought through this project include additional allocations for

interpretation and translation. Likewise, through the Domestic Violence Homicide Prevention

Demonstration Initiative, WVSC and DVCAC forged relationships with various culturally

specific service providers that specialize in serving racial and ethnic minorities. Outreach has

continued to those organizations and both WVSC and DVCAC will continue to strengthen their

relationships with community groups.

Additionally, all services are available to individuals with disabilities. Detectives and

advocates frequently travel to victims’ homes to ensure they do not have to travel, particularly if

travel is difficult due to a disability. WVSC, Cleveland Police, and DVCAC are also all partners

in the federally funded project, Keys4Deaf Access. That program provides a Deaf advocate who

works along side a hearing advocate so that Deaf or Hard of Hearing victims feel supported by a

person who can relate well to the Deaf culture. Further, video interpretation is available via smart

tablet through WVSC, Cleveland Police and the DVCAC.

Section Three: Who Will Implement the Project

The goals stated in this proposal will be accomplished in partnership among three

primary organizations: Cuyahoga County’s Witness Victim Service Center (“WVSC”), the

Domestic Violence and Child Advocacy Center (“DVCAC”), and Cleveland Division of Police

(“Cleveland Police”). Each is described below, with special attention paid to the individuals who
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will coordinate the work, and the organizational capacity to achieve the desired outcomes. Please

note: resumes are attached.

 WVSC will be responsible for coordinating warrant enforcement prioritization,

providing information to Cleveland Police, and hiring and supervising the High

Risk Team Captain. WVSC will also work with DVCAC to train suburban

communities on the use of the DA-LE. WVSC is publicly led and situated within

Cuyahoga County’s Department of Public Safety and Justice Services. WVSC was one of

the first victim advocacy organizations in the United States, formed in 1973. Since then,

WVSC has gone on to serve approximately 4,500 victims of violent crime annually.

Advocates at WVSC are independent of both police and prosecutors, and instead function

similarly to community based advocates. WVSC also leads multiple community

initiatives and is trusted as an organization by police, the courts, and concerned

community groups. WVSC is managed by Jill Smialek, who also serves as the manager

for the Family Justice Center and a vice chair of the Domestic Violence Taskforce. She

was site coordinator for both the Domestic Violence Homicide Prevention Demonstration

Initiative and Defending Childhood Initiatives under the U.S. Department of Justice and

continues to lead conversations to continue programming in both program areas. Smialek

is a masters trained social worker and a licensed attorney. She holds over seventeen years

of experience in government based project management, including nearly ten years in

victim services. Witness Victim currently employs eighteen skilled victim advocates,

including nine who handle domestic violence cases within the City of Cleveland. Those

advocates are supervised by Timothy Boehnlein. Boehnlein was heavily involved in the

implementation of the HRT and will continue to lend his skills and expertise to this phase
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of high risk programming within Cuyahoga County. Boehnlein, with a master’s degree in

psychology and extensive training in counseling, is a sought after lecturer throughout the

State of Ohio and will be a key leader spreading the use of the DA-LE in suburban

communities. Boehnlein has over twenty five years of experience working with victims

and perpetrators of domestic violence, making him an ideal supervisor for a newly hired

High Risk Team Captain. While this position does not yet exist within civil service

classifications, the attached job description will be used to guide the hiring process.

 DVCAC will be responsible for coordinating efforts to train suburban police

departments on the use of the DA-LE and will assist departments in amending

policies, procedures and forms to incorporate risk assessment strategies. DVCAC is

a community leader in strategies to prevent domestic violence. They operate the only

domestic violence shelter in the Cleveland area. They also operate a domestic violence

helpline, available to callers in crisis twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week. They

have been a provider of domestic violence services for over thirty-five years. Throughout

this time, staff from Domestic Violence & Child Advocacy Center have established

meaningful partnerships with a myriad of social service providers, law enforcement,

courts, medical facilities and schools and is abundantly qualified to lead the efforts to use

the DA-LE and incorporate high risk programming in suburban communities. DVCAC

will be represented by Molly Kaplan. Kaplan holders a master’s degree in public health

with a background in economics. Kaplan was charged with organizing the activities of

the HRT throughout the Domestic Violence Homicide Prevention Demonstration

Initiative. Kaplan’s attention to detail will ensure a thoughtful and comprehensive

approach when working with multiple new communities.
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 Cleveland Police will be responsible for enforcing warrants prioritized by the HRT

and submitted to them by the High Risk Team Captain. The primary unit responsible

for this activity will be the Neighborhood Impact and Community Engagement (N.I.C.E.)

Unit. The N.I.C.E. Unit was created approximately four years ago and is responsible for

working with community members to support law enforcement activities and enhance

neighborhood safety strategies. They began enforcing domestic violence warrants on a

pilot project basis under the Domestic Violence Homicide Prevention Demonstration

Initiative and are poised to continue. Their work is closely tied to that of Cleveland

Police’s Domestic Violence Detective Bureau and they are considered allies in the

investigation of domestic violence related crimes in Cleveland.
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BUDGET DETAIL WORKSHEET

A. PERSONNEL
Personnel Total ($140,805.91)

Title Year One Year Two Year Three
High Risk Team
Captain

$46,335.74 $47,262.46 $48,207.71

Cuyahoga County’s Witness Victim Service Center will hire one High Risk Team
Captain. The Captain will report to the Justice System Advocacy Supervisor and will be
responsible for day-to-day-management of the High Risk Team, focusing specifically on
prioritization of warrants for high risk cases. The Captain will be classified as a Witness
Victim Program Specialist and the civil service classification contained within this
application will be revised to reflect these duties. The position will be paid as Pay Grade
8, as set forth by Cuyahoga County’s Personnel Review Commission. A 2% cost of living
increase is reflected over the second and third years.

B. FRINGE BENEFITS
Fringe Benefits Total ($69,831.15)

Category Year One Year Two Year Three
Annual
Hospitalization

$16,072.16 $16,072.16 $16,072.16

Annual PERS $6,528.70 $6,528.70 $6,528.70
Annual Medicare $676.19 $676.19 $676.19

The High Risk Team Captain will be given the option to enroll in Cuyahoga County’s
generous benefits package. The figures above are drawn from averages across the Witness
Victim Service Center Staff and are provided in each of three years.

C.        TRAVEL
Travel Total ($10,000)

Mandatory per OVW requirement. Spending to be determined based on conference and
technical assistance needs.

Mandatory Travel Estimate: $10,000
2 trips x 3 people each = 6 trips / mandatory $10,000 = $1,666.00 per person, per trip

Each trip estimate:
Airfare: $600
Hotel: $600
Baggage: $50
Parking: $60
Per Diem @ $45/day for 4 days: $180
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Ground Transportation, Mileage, and Other Allowable Expenses (wi-fi, faxes, etc):
$176

D. PROGRAM EXPENSES
Supplies Total ($13,562.50)

Office Supplies: $1,800
36 x $50/month
This item includes basic office supplies for Witness Victim Service Center’s staff assigned
to this project.

Translation: $1,200
12 documents x $100/document
Program staff will ensure translation of revised consent form and intake forms into six of
the top spoken languages in Cuyahoga County to ensure all victims have equal access.

Interpretation: $8,500
100 hours x $85/hour
Program staff will access language interpreters for individuals who do not speak English,
or who use American Sign Language. This cost is estimated at $85 per hour, with an
estimated need of 100 hours over three years.

Bus Tickets: $2,062.50
250 tickets x 2.75 each x 3 years
Victims who need assistance coming to court or police interviews will be provided with a
bus ticket to and from their appointment.

F. CONSULTANTS/CONTRACTS
Consultants/Contracts Fees Total ($590,600.77)

Domestic Violence and Child Advocacy Center: $175,475.77

Item Year One Year Two Year Three
Risk Assessment
Consultation Fees

$26,000 $26,000 $26,000

High Risk
Coordinator

$29,158.59 $29,158.59 $29,158.59

Travel $10,000

Cuyahoga County will contract with the Domestic Violence and Child Advocacy Center
for three years in order to engage in suburban training on risk assessment tools. Training
will include policy development. This will be done in partnership with the national
technical assistance provider, Jeanne Geiger Crisis Center. Cuyahoga County will help to
support the High Risk Coordinator role at the Domestic Violence and Child Advocacy
Center to coordinate these activities.
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 Risk Assessment Consultation Fees: $78,000
$13,000 per community fee to Jeanne Geiger Crisis Center x 2 communities x 3
years

 High Risk Coordinator:  $87,475.77
5FTE x 3 years
Salary $23,172
Employer FICA $1,436.6
Health Insurance $4152.35
Worker’s Comp $283.64
Unemployment $114
Total $29,158.59

 Travel: $10,000
Domestic Violence and Child Advocacy Center will be provided with $10,000 for
travel in order to attend mandatory OVW trainings and other OVW approved
activities.

2 trips x 3 people each = 6 trips / mandatory $10,000 = $1,666.00 per person, per
trip
Each trip estimate:
Airfare: $600
Hotel: $600
Baggage: $50
Parking: $60
Per Diem @ $45/day for 4 days: $180

City of Cleveland Division of Police: $415,125

Item Year One Year Two Year Three
Warrant
Enforcement

$138,375 $138,375 $138,375

Cuyahoga County will contract with the Cleveland Division of Police for warrant
enforcement activities. Officers from the Neighborhood Impact and Community
Engagement Unit will accrue overtime at a rate of $45.00 per hour, plus a benefits rate of
23%. They will be budgeted for 2,500 hours of warrant enforcement each year.

2,500 hours x $45 per hour = $112,500 per year x 23% benefits = $138,375 per year
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GRAND TOTAL $824,800.33

BUDGET SUMMARY
A. Personnel 140,805.91
B. Fringe Benefits 69,831.15
C. Travel $10,000.00
D. Equipment 0.00
E. Program Supplies $13,562.50
F. Construction 0.00

G.

Consultants/Contracts
(Domestic Violence and Child Advocacy Center =
$175,475.77)
Cleveland Division of Police = $415,125)

$590,600.77

TOTAL $824,800.33
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